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SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION 3661 TO THE DISTRICT PLAN REVIEW STAGE 3 CHAPTER 9, EVIDENCE
SUPPORTING IT, AND EVIDENCE ON TREE PROTECTION AS A CONDITION OF SUBDIVISON

RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO THE PROPOSED DISTRICT PLAN

List of Notable ("significant") trees

It is recommended that the current Notable Tree list (Christchurch City Plan Volume 3 Part 10
Heritage and Amenities Appendix 4 Heritage/Notable Trees) be retained, and that the trees on it
remain protected except for any having been found to be dying or dead, to have bad structural
defects or to be in very poor condition in the recent survey. This list includes about 1600 trees on
private land.

Alternatively, the recently mediated agreement which lists about 400 trees meeting the proposed
criteria and an additional 900 scoring at least fair for structure and health and poor for shape could
be accepted, particularly if an extra 91 outstanding trees not on these lists (listed in appendix 3) be
included.

It is also recommended that the Kowhais at Templeton Golf Course (273 Pound Road) remain
protected as originally proposed.

It is recommended that more public money be made available for maintenance of protected trees
and that rates rebates be considered where there is a Notable Tree on a property.

Assessment method

It is recommended that the existing method for tree assessment (Christchurch City Plan Volume 3
Part 10 Heritage and Amenities Appendix 5 - Assessment system for listing protected trees) be
retained (also included in Appendix 1).

Alternatively, the existing system could be used, combined with grades from the proposed system
(as was done with the 900 extra trees in the mediated agreement), particularly if the grading system
was to be improved.

Tree protection as a Condition of Subdivision

It is recommended that trees continue to be protected as a Condition of Subdivision by way of
Consent Notices on property titles.

It is therefore recommended that the following (8.3.7.3 RD1 Tree Protection) be re-included in the
District Plan:

"Any tree on any new allotment which is assessed by the Council as being of significance shall be
preserved and a Consent Notice shall be registered against the title. This consent notice shall require
the continual preservation pf the trees on the allotment."

It is also recommended that the existing assessment method and the threshold level of 18 points
continue to be used and be included in the District Plan (see figure 1, below)
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Figure 1   Existing Assessment Method for Significant Trees on Subdivisions
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The proposal to increase the threshold for protection to that of Notable Trees (referred to as
"significant trees" in the proposed District Plan) is opposed. So is Eliot Sinclair's submission to allow
removal of already protected trees as a Controlled Activity if they fail to meet the proposed
threshold.

It is also recommended that policy section 10.3.3 be re-included in the District Plan

"Policy : Significant trees be included in the District Plan

To encourage the protection of significant trees upon the subdivision of land.

Explanation and reasons

A number of trees are listed as heritage or notable trees in the Plan with a degree of protection
conferred upon them. However, the protection of other significant trees, not listed, offers an
additional opportunity to enhance local amenity values through mechanisms available in the
subdivision process, such as consent notices.

It is desirable to maintain and enhance the amenity values of areas, regardless of their land use,
when subdivision takes place in association with new or intensified development. Trees can make an
important contribution to the amenities of an area, especially the living environment. The retention
of specimens of high amenity value, or whose existence may not have been previously known, is
worthwhile where it can be achieved without unreasonable loss of development rights. The
subdivision consent process is one means of achieving this through the consent notice mechanism."

Furthermore, it is recommended that "2.10 Subdivision consent before work commences" be re-
included:

"Except where prior consent has been obtained to excavate or fill land pursuant to Part 9, Clause 5,
or where a vegetation clearance consent has been obtained from the Regional Council, no work,
other than investigatory work, involving the disturbance of the land, nor clearance of vegetation shall
be undertaken until a subdivision consent has been obtained.

When the subdivision consent is granted, it shall be deemed to include consent to excavate or fill land
and, except where specific vegetation is required to be preserved, vegetation clearance may
commence."

Terminology

It is recommended that the current terms "Heritage Tree" and "Notable Tree" be retained and the
"Significant Tree" continues to refer to trees protected as a Condition of Subdivision.
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REASONS FOR THESE RECOMMENDED CHANGES

Number of protected trees

There is no reason to reduce the current number of Notable Trees on private land by 75%. There is
no public mandate for this and there was no public consultation. The only related consultation to
date, "Share an Idea," received 106,000 responses. The overwhelmingly greatest response was
about greening Christchurch, with numerous recommendations for a city full of trees including
native species.

Large mature trees have considerable landscape amenity value and environmental benefits and are
essential for maintaining Christchurch's Garden City image.

Notable trees do not significantly impede development in Christchurch as there are currently only
534 addresses with Notable Trees, compared with 183,792 dwellings in greater Christchurch, (i.e.
about 0.3% of properties have a Notable Tree). There are about 1635 city addresses with trees
protected as a Condition of Subdivision, i.e. 0.9% of the number of dwellings. These trees therefore
also have a negligible effect on the ability to subdivide and accommodate more dwellings in the
existing built up area (and most of these properties, having already been subdivided, are not
amenable to further subdivision anyway).
There is also no reason to drastically reduce the number of trees protected on subdivisions, where
they are most threatened by development. Identifying and retaining the better trees on subdivision
sites allows for development while providing a pleasant leafy environment (without having to wait
decades for new trees to grow).

Assessment Method

Proposed system

The proposed method of tree assessment is not recommended as it has not been adequately tested,
and in its current proposed form is very inefficient, excluding large numbers of outstanding trees
while selecting only a few. It focuses is on perfect appearance rather than on safety.

Use of a total score threshold as well as thresholds for seven criteria to select trees makes it
exceedingly strict (much stricter than the current assessment system or any system used elsewhere
in New Zealand) especially if fair scores for any of these criteria result in exclusion.

Advantages of current method

The existing method of assessing trees for protection is not significantly inferior to the proposed
method and includes a number of useful features that the proposed method does not.

Some of these advantages are:

a) inclusion of outstanding native trees and valuable ecological groups (the proposed method
protects few native trees and is biased against groups)

b) inclusion of trees exceptional for a particular factor e.g. rarity or botanic value (many rare
trees fail to qualify using the proposed method)

c) inclusion of very large mature trees unless they are in poor condition (most people see such
trees as special and irreplaceable and size and age are closely related to a tree's actual
monetary amenity value)

d) inclusion of trees in areas with few large trees (including much of the central city)
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e) transparency and ease of use of assessment methods (making the system amenable for
recommendations by the public and providing clarity for developers regarding protectable
trees on subdivisions)

f) definitive separation of good trees from poorer trees (due to exponential increments in each
category) making it obvious why a tree is included or not. The current method separates
trees 36% more effectively than the proposed method.

The current method reflects the will of the community, having been developed and modified on the
basis of public consultation, reflected in the types of trees it selects (including good examples of
native species and large historic European species) and in its threshold stringency.

Trees protected as a Condition of Subdivision

Trees have been protected as a Condition of Subdivision since the 1970's and these trees have made
a substantial contribution to the landscape of the Garden City as they are valuable mature
specimens and there are more trees protected as a Condition of Subdivision than Notable Trees.

Their continued protection is not expensive as they do not require Resource Consents for pruning
(which must however done be in accordance with good arboricultural practice), or even for
construction works nearby.

Tree protection on subdivision has been a clear and consistent process using the assessment method
included above. Consent notices on property titles are more effective for making future owners
aware of tree protection than labels on trees which often deteriorate.

Protecting trees on subdivisions does not prevent development but enhances the quality of the area
and even property prices (which recently rose 4.6% rise in Hillmorton, an area with many trees
protected as a condition of Subdivision and Notable Trees). Broad Oaks (Major Aitken Drive), also
with many mature trees protected as a Condition of Subdivision, commands very high property
prices.

There is no public mandate for a massive reduction in tree protection on private land, including on
subdivisions. There was no public consultation on trees protection on subdivisions or consultation
with City Council arborists involved in tree protection; rules were changed surreptitiously. The public
prefer "spaces between buildings filled with trees" rather than "cheap and nasty infill" with "wall-to-
wall concrete" according to responses to the "Share an Idea" consultation.

Many new sections have recently been made available by large scale subdivision of rural land around
Haswell-Wigram and Marshlands-Burwood. There are currently many vacant sections and there is
room for more subdivision and re-zoning of land.

Trees are most threatened at time of subdivision, so this is an important time for their protection. As
subdivision is usually a substantial source of new income, protecting trees at this time does not
unduly burden landowners (these trees typically affect only a small portion of the land). Retention of
mature trees on subdivided land could be traded for some of the Reserve Contribution fees that
subdividers pay.

Eliot Sinclair's proposal to allow landowners to apply to remove tree protection indiscriminately as a
Controlled Activity if trees fail to meet Notable (proposed "significant") tree status is strongly
opposed as many of the trees thus removed would be removed unnecessarily, not to  accommodate
more dwellings.  As 3350 trees are protected as a condition of subdivision, and 17% or less would
qualify for continued protection, the effect could be devastating to the Garden City environment and
waste the Council resources that went into protecting these trees originally.
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There currently is an effective process for removing tree protection as a Condition of Subdivsion by
Resource Consent when it is necessary e.g. when the tree is in poor condition or the land is required
for building (Appendix 2)

The thrust for slashing tree protection on subdivisions comes from commercial interests attempting
to maximise short term profit (e.g. Eliot Sinclair's submission, which may involve a conflict of
interest) and from the government, in this case representing extreme views about property owners'
rights (to the detriment of the community) typical of the small percentage of the population who
vote for Act rather than for National or Labour.

Some large scale subdividers impose covenants on sections forcing buyers to build dwellings of a
minimum size, often larger than what they might build given a choice, causing much greater expense
to landowners than tree protection and often making it difficult to accommodate trees on sections.
The Government should relax these laws (especially while there is a shortage of builders) rather than
slash tree protection, as trees are beneficial to the environment and our city's future. Of all the rules
in the District Plan, those protecting trees and the environment have the greatest lasting benefit and
should not be compromised in their effectiveness.

Terminology

The terms "Notable Tree" and "Heritage Tree" encourage the public to respect and value trees and
these terms distinguish these trees from Significant Trees protected as a Condition of Subdivision.
Heritage trees should continue to receive greater levels of protection.

The proposal to only protect "significant trees" qualifying for Notable Tree status on subdivisions is
opposed as only 17% of the trees currently protected as a Condition of Subdivision meet current
Notable Tree status (if the assessment system is changed even fewer trees might qualify) so very few
trees would be protected on subdivisions in the future. Yet these mature trees have high amenity
value and should not be wasted as newly planted trees take decades to catch up.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SUBDIVISIONS ENHANCED BY TREE PROTECTION

Protection of beautiful trees at Broad Oaks subdivision (Major Aitken Drive) has produced a pleasant
environment and greatly enhanced property values
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Linden Grove subdivision, Hillmorton, where property prices recently rose 4.6%, has many trees
protected through the subdivision process and Notable Trees.
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TREE FELLING ON SUBDIVISIONS

Clear-felling of mature trees at a subdivision in Garden Road caused public outcry

Eliot Sinclair subdivision at Glenelg Spur; residential part clear-felled except for protected trees
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Appendix 1   Current Assessment Method for Heritage and Notable Trees
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Appendix 2   Current process for removing tree protection as a Condition of Subdivision
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Appendix 3   Notable Trees not on proposed District Plan List or mediated agreement list
recommended for continued protection (with tree ID number)
50 Acacia Avenue Quercus robur 1159
50 Acacia Avenue Quercus robur 1362
50 Acacia Avenue Quercus robur 1368
73 Aynsley Terrace Quercus palustris 2721
82 Bealey Avenue Tilia x europaea 3450
302 Bealey Avenue Ulmus procera 4554
10 Blakes Road Eucalyptus globulus 6277
10 Blakes Road Ulmus glabra Camperdownii 6274
12 Bruce Terrace Quercus rubra 65851
79 Carmen Road Plagianthus regius 885
151 Cashmere Road Cryptomeria japonica 1898
151 Cashmere Road Cupressus torulosa 1858
151 Cashmere Road Quercus robur 1855
6 Cephas Close Cupressus macrocarpa 1567
6683 Christchurch Akaroa Road Dacrycarpus dacrydioides 65952
61 Church Road Dacrycarpus dacrydioides 131502
65 Church Road Dacrycarpus dacrydioides 65913 (shown below)
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69 Church Road Dacrycarpus dacrydioides 131503
16 Circuit Street Liriodendron tulipifera 5833
109 Clyde Road Tilia cordata 1473
221 Colombo Street Phoenix canariensis 2254
435 Durham Street North Agathis australis 3314
2/400 Durham Street North Tilia x europaea 3344
243 Durham Street South Acer pseudoplatanus 3336  (shown below)

30 Ford Road Aesculus hippocastanum 2761
51 Glandovey Road Sequoiadendron giganteum 1182 (shown below)
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140 Glandovey Road Ginkgo biloba 3720
88A Glandovey Road Tilia x europaea 1233
311 Gloucester Street Nothofagus solandri 4565
151 Greers Road Cordyline australis 5203 (shown below)

81 Grehan Valley Road Eucalyptus globulus 65832
50 Hackthorne Road Metrosideros excelsa 1864 (shown below)
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510 Hagley Avenue Ulmus procera 3385
14 Halswell Junction Road Pseudopanax crassifolium 96
2 Halswell Road Tilia x europaea 721
75 Hansons Lane Ulmus procera 1186
75 Harakeke Street Platanus x acerifolia 3779
14 Hawford Road Trachycarpus fortunei 2654
14 Hawford Road Ulmus glabra Horizontalis 2663
46 Hawford Road Griselinia littoralis 2791
2 Hawthornden Road Nothofagus fusca 5057
2 Hawthornden Road Ulmus procera 5063
16 Heaton Street Quercus robur 3770
29 Helmores Lane Quercus robur 3724
16 Hendon Street Pseudopanax crassifolium 6026
59 Hewitts Road Liriodendron tulipifera 3633
20 Hickory Place Sophora microphylla 3635
4 Jetty Road Rhopalostylis sapida 65893 (shown below)
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16 Kahu Road Pyrus communis 1284
16 Kahu Road Quercus robur 1277
16 Kahu Road Quercus robur 1296
16 Kahu Road Quercus robur 1304
39 Kahu Road Eucalyptus globulus 1502
108 Kingsford Street Juglans regia 6033
137 Leinster Road Ginkgo biloba 5701
1 Lincoln Road Arbutus x andrachnoides 610
1 Lincoln Road Quercus robur 556
1 Lincoln Road Quercus robur 567
1 Lincoln Road Ulmus procera 552
24 Main South Road Quercus robur 1420
4 Medbury Terrace Ulmus procera 1577
15 Nash Road Tilia x europaea 669
15 Nash Road Tilia x europaea 671
15 Nash Road Tilia x europaea 672
15 Nash Road Tilia x europaea 674
26 Nash Road Acer palmatum 687
26 Nash Road Fagus sylvatica Purpurea 693
26 Nash Road Magnolia grandiflora 690
165 Papanui Road Quercus coccinea 3698
347 Papanui Road Magnolia grandiflora 5710
347 Papanui Road Quercus robur 5706
347 Papanui Road Quercus robur 5718
347 Papanui Road Quercus robur 5742
347 Papanui Road Quercus robur 5749
36 Parade Court Fraxinus excelsior 2322
36 Parade Court Quercus robur 2321
6 Park Terrace Cedrus libani 65919
95/78 Park Terrace Calocedrus decurrens 3355
95/78 Park Terrace Nothofagus fusca 3356
165 Racecourse Road Tilia x europaea 896
165 Racecourse Road Tilia x europaea 899
33 Rolleston Avenue Liriodendron tulipifera 3758
1 Rue Pompallier Phoenix canariensis 65864
71 Sandwich Road Quercus robur 2740
71 Sandwich Road Quercus robur 2742
10 Selkirk Place Eucalyptus globulus 6127
17 Sheppard Place Quercus robur 5838
30 Sullivan Avenue Quercus rubra 2711
14 Thorrington Road Nothofagus solandri 2247
1 Wood Lane Liriodendron tulipifera 3627
1 Wood Lane Liriodendron tulipifera 3628
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REASONS FOR PROPOSING RE-INCLUSION OF THESE TREES

The above list contains many outstanding trees that ought to remain protected, including the iconic
heritage pre-European Cabbage Tree at Burnside High School and Kahikatea trees at Little River.

Some of the above trees should have been included in the mediated list according to their threshold
scores, including the Sycamore at 243 Durham Street North, the Lime at 88A Glandovey Road, the
Pohutukawa at 50 Hackthorne Road and the Tulip Trees at 1 Wood Lane.

Most of the trees on the above list scored over the total score threshold, but were excluded for poor
structure or health, which were often rated strictly. Most of these trees also scored points for
historic association and age using the current system, but did not do so using the proposed system
where these categories were largely underutilised.

Many trees were rated too severely for structure in the recent survey, e.g. by assessor "A.B." who
rated them 10% more severely on average than Edward Sard. Some of the condition comments
implied the assessor had limited arboricultural knowledge and experience, and usually scored
excessively conservatively when uncertain (often), as instructed. Some of the comments were also
full of grammatical errors.

Some trees were rated too severely for health, possibly due to drought or due to assessment before
the trees fully came into leaf. In many cases the apparent condition would have improved over time.

The instructions for condition grading forced the assessors to focus on defects and to downgrade
even if these were mild or moderate, without considering them in the context of the whole tree and
its overall condition and safety. One branch failure often condemned the tree, although that would
not have been sufficient to open the tree up to further wind damage.

I consider that these grades and the details regarding their assessment have not been adequately
tested on Notable Trees. Details of how to score the grades requires further elaboration and
inclusion of examples. More details could have been given as to what constitutes poor, fair and good
structure with examples and maybe comments on species (e.g. co-dominant native trees with
included bark rarely fail, except for ribbonwoods and Hoherias).

Frank Rinn who recently spoke at the New Zealand Arboricultural Association conference in Nelson
(after the assessments of Notable Trees were conducted) found that current assessment methods
used to assess the likelihood of failure based on the degree of decay, such as the T/R (sound wood vs
decayed wood) ratio (0.3 being acceptable), were found, on the basis of numerous peer-reviewed
studies, to be too severe.

A spreadsheet showing the trees rejected in the initial survey and mediated agreement, showing
condition grades and comments and recommendations for inclusion or rejection is included as
Appendix 4 Rejected Notable Trees Recommendations. The top 91 are recommended for inclusion in
the District Plan.


